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What was covered in the course

Function
Approximation

Lookup Table 

Fig. S-II.1: Main categories of reinforcement learning algorithms
(derived work based on D. Silver, Reinforcement learning, 2016. CC BY-NC 4.0)
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additional topics not covered in this lecture (1)

▶ Safety: how to ensure a learning process with certain minimum performance and/or how
to avoid ’bad’ states/actions?
▶ J. Garcia and F. Fernandez, ”A comprehensive survey on safe reinforcement learning”,

Journal of Machine Learning Research 16.1, pp. 1437-1480, 2015
▶ J. Achiam et al., ”Constrained policy optimization.” arXiv:1705.10528, 2017

▶ Imitation learning: how can we mimic the behavior of a certain baseline agent / controller
/ human expert?
▶ A. Hussein et al., ”Imitation learning: A survey of learning methods”, ACM Computing

Surveys (CSUR) 50.2, pp. 1-35, 2017
▶ A. Attia and S. Dayan, ”Global overview of imitation learning”, arXiv:1801.06503, 2018
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additional topics not covered in this lecture (2)

▶ Structured exploration: can we find a systematic way for fast and robust exploration?
▶ R. Houthooft et al., ”Vime: Variational information maximizing exploration”, Advances in

Neural Information Processing Systems, 2016
▶ S. Levine, CS285 Deep Reinforcement Learning (lecture notes UC Berkeley), 2019
▶ D. Silver, Reinforcement Learning (lecture notes UC London), 2015

▶ Multi-agent algorithms: finding solutions to distributed problems w/o inter-agent
communication (e.g., for distributed energy systems).
▶ L. Busoniu, R. Babuska and B. De Schutter. ”A comprehensive survey of multiagent

reinforcement learning.” IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Part C 38.2,
pp. 156-172, 2008

▶ P. Hernandez-Leal, B. Kartal and M. Taylor. ”Is multiagent deep reinforcement learning the
answer or the question? A brief survey”, Researchgate preprint, 2018
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additional topics not covered in this lecture (3)

▶ Meta learning: training on a distribution of tasks such that an RL agent is able to
self-adapt on new tasks quickly.
▶ J. Wang et al., ”Learning to reinforcement learn”, arxiv preprint, 2016
▶ Y. Duan et al., ”RL2: Fast Reinforcement Learning via Slow Reinforcement Learning”, arxiv

preprint, 2016
▶ A. Nagabandi et al., ”Learning to Adapt in Dynamic, Real-World Environments Through

Meta-Reinforcement Learning”, arxiv preprint, 2018

▶ ...
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Learning summary

What you should have learned

▶ How to model decision processes using a Markov framework.

▶ Finding exact solutions using iterative tabular methods for (small) discrete problem
spaces.

▶ Finding approximate solutions for large discrete or continuous problem spaces based on
function approximation.

▶ Application of just these techniques on a practical programming level.

Concluding remarks

▶ This is an introductory course to reinforcement learning. We have only scratched the
surface.

▶ Some aspects, especially within the exercises, had a control focus. In other application,
specific RL solutions can look quite different.

▶ If you are interested in more practical RL insights in the field of electrical power systems,
do not hesitate to contact us.Oliver Wallscheid Summary of Part II 6
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